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November 2016
Prepared by the City of Charlotte and the UNC Charlotte Urban Institute

A Message to Our Fellow Civic Innovators
Dear Civic Innovators,
What if we can make the cities we love more successful in just
ten minutes?
With the support of Knight Foundation and City of Charlotte
leaders, Take10CLT empowered 150 city employees to take 10
minutes per week to meet and engage one person in our
community in conversation about how we can make our city
better. From October 2015 through June 2016, Ambassadors
engaged in almost 2,500 one-on-one conversations.
This was an incredible journey and together we learned about
ourselves, each other, and our community. We found Take10CLT was a fun and effective way to engage people who live,
work and play in our community. We also found that stepping outside of our cubicles and comfort zones to engage the
people we serve is harder than we thought.
We hope this “how to” document encourages you to build upon our learning and implement a Take10CLT inspired
initiative in your community. If you choose to embark on a similar journey it will be many things, including messy, fun,
challenging, and most importantly, valuable. When we work to build a culture of engagement, shared solutions, and
effective, open, and lasting relationships we make the cities we love more successful. And yes, we can do that in just ten
minutes.
Go forth and innovate!
The Take10CLT Leadership Team
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Encourage Innovative Ideas
In September 2014, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation introduced the Knight Cities Challenge, a broad effort to
uncover innovative ideas to make cities more successful. Knight Foundation specifically asked for ideas to stimulate
talent, opportunity and engagement. The initial application process was simple, with only two substantive questions:
What’s your idea? And what do you hope to learn from the work? Charlotte City Manager Ron Carlee sent an email to
City employees on October 25, 2014, challenging them to submit ideas.

Figure 1: Email from City Manager Carlee encouraging participation in the Knight Cities Challenge.

In response to City Manager Carlee’s challenge, Alyssa Dodd, an employee in the Storm Water Services Division of the
City’s Engineering and Property Management Department, pitched The Take Ten Initiative:
•
•

In a tweet: Is it possible to make cities more successful in just 10 minutes? The Take Ten Initiative challenges us
to connect and start meaningful discussions with our neighbors.
Project description: I work for the City of Charlotte. I show up every day because I believe my work contributes
to building a better community for myself, my family, friends, and neighbors. It’s easy and comfortable to stay
within my cubicle. But what if my work responsibilities included the goal to meet and engage one new person in
our community once a week for just 10 minutes? What if that conversation started with one simple question:
How can we make Charlotte a better place to live and work? In one year, I could meet 52 people, gather
numerous ideas, and build a network of connections. Together, with my department colleagues we could
engage 20,800 people, gather numerous ideas, and build a network of connections. Imagine if all 7,000 city
employees took ten minutes once a week? We could collectively engage neighbors and colleagues in 364,000
conversations. Amazing!
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•

Learning: Engaging in discussion is all about learning. We can learn to challenge ideas, test our assumptions,
collect ideas and develop new ideas. Ultimately, those participating in The Take Ten Challenge will connect with
community members, explore a diversity of perspectives, and collect and develop new ideas to make Charlotte a
better place to live and work.

In January 2015, The Take Ten Initiative was one of 126 finalists from the
more than 7,000 ideas submitted. Knight Foundation invited finalists to
submit detailed proposals – in just three weeks. During the proposal
development process, project Leadership Team members with unique skill
sets and strong professional networks within the City of Charlotte
organization were recruited to lead the project. With support from City
Management, the final proposal (Appendix A) was submitted to the Knight
Foundation. In March 2015, The Take Ten Initiative was among 32 winners
from the 126 finalists.
Figure 2: Graphic representation of the project.

Figure 3: Knight Cities Challenge Winners Summit, Detroit, MI (June 17-19, 2015)

When pitching your idea, a catchy title or phrase can help you stand out and brand your project.
Surround yourself with passionate, creative individuals when writing your proposal. No idea is too big or too
small; too simple or too complex.
Include at least one seasoned communications professional on your Leadership Team who will fill this role
for the entire length of the project. It is also helpful to have an individual with knowledge and experience in
the area of procurement.
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Conceptualize Your Effort
A logic model is a picture of how your organization does its work; it links the needed inputs and activities of your
program to the outputs it produces and the short-, intermediate-, and long-term outcomes it intends to affect. Before
drafting Take10CLT conversation questions and evaluation protocols, the Leadership Team and UNCC Research Team
worked together to develop a logic model.
This process began with a logic model development workbook (Appendix B). Development of the logic model followed
four steps: 1) identifying the inputs, activities, and outputs; 2) highlighting the most important components; 3)
brainstorming the intended short-, intermediate-, and long-term outcomes; and 4) brainstorming how other factors, like
elections and current events might affect the project.
This information allowed for a shared, clear understanding of the project’s goals and the ways in which the organization
would go about accomplishing those goals. It also ensured that the Take10CLT initiative gathered, analyzed, and
reported the data that were most pertinent to accomplishing the initiative’s goals.
The evaluation element of Take10CLT included the internal organization and citizen impact of the project. The internal
organization impact was measured with two surveys administered to the Ambassadors taking part in the project. Citizen
impact was measured with a survey taken by individuals after their conversation with the Ambassadors. In addition,
focus groups were held with Ambassadors, Team Leaders, and members of the Leadership Team for further insights into
the functioning and outcomes of the project. See the Take10CLT Evaluation Report for additional lessons learned from
the data analysis of the surveys and focus groups.

Figure 4: Take10CLT Logic Model
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Find the Expertise You Need to Analyze Qualitative Data
The City of Charlotte did not have available resources in-house to analyze the data. The Leadership Team identified UNC
Charlotte (UNCC) Urban Institute as a community partner for this effort. The UNCC Urban Institute specializes in the
collection and evaluation of qualitative data in order to address social, economic and environmental challenges facing
the Charlotte Metropolitan area. They analyzed the one-on-one conversations; identified common themes, concerns
and ideas; and fostered constructive civic engagement (Appendix C). The UNCC Urban Institute’s experience with
qualitative research and data collection allowed the project team to meet the aggressive project schedule and utilize
graduate research assistants for the applied research work.
Look for local-oriented organizations that have an interest in your project and explore mutually beneficial
partnerships that could result in a more comprehensive or cost-efficient effort.
Be sure you know how your organization enters into contracts for these kinds of services – that can save
time and avoid red tape entanglements.

Select Your Conversation Questions Carefully
Take10CLT conversation questions were collaboratively developed by the Leadership Team and UNCC Research Team,
using the main question, “How do we make Charlotte a better place to live, work, and play?” as a guide. In order to keep
conversations ten minutes or less, three broad questions were asked:.
1. What do you like about living here?
2. Can you tell me about your ideas to improve Charlotte today?
3. Thinking ahead, tell me what do you want Charlotte to be like in five years?
Additionally, to help start the conversation, Ambassadors asked “How long have you lived here?” and “What brought
you here?” (if the individual indicated they were not originally from Charlotte). Ambassadors also asked individuals for
their residential zip code.
Our questions #2 and #3 often resulted in repeat responses. While the intention was for individuals to
distinguish between ideas to improve Charlotte today (reflecting immediate concerns) and then further in
the future, many of the ideas for today require long timeframes to accomplish change.

Build Your Brand
Project image matters! Branding your project is key to gain interest, support, and recognition. For The Take Ten
Initiative, it was important to develop a project brand before the recruitment phase so city employees would know,
without a doubt, that it was a citywide initiative.

Figure 5: Logo for the Take10CLT project.

The original project name “The Take Ten Initiative” was adapted to “#Take10CLT” during the brand development
process. The logo featured a “speech bubble” with the project name inside, reinforcing the project’s mission of engaging
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in conversations. Incorporating the hashtag within the logo strategically supported the project’s social media campaign.
The designer created both two-color and full-color designs with black and white backgrounds for flexibility.
The project web site and promotional items and Ambassador tools utilized the logo and primary colors of blue, green
and black. Within the first month, the City of Charlotte organization was regularly referring to the project as
“Take10CLT.”

Recruit
The Leadership Team used a grassroots approach to identify
Team Leaders. These Team Leaders were identified using the
professional networks of Leadership Team members and
through invitations to speak to established groups within the
city organization (e.g. department meetings, Communications
Round Table meeting).
In an effort to ensure participation from across the
organization, the Leadership Team set the goal to identify at
least one Team Leader from each Department. Then, team
leaders invited other colleagues to participate on their team.
Teams were formed organically. Some included members from
one department while others included Ambassadors from
different departments.

Figure 6: Grassroots Recruitment Strategy

The Leadership Team created a recruitment email for Team
Leaders. The email included a quick overview of Take10CLT,
described the commitment required for participation, and next
steps. The email also linked to a one-minute recruitment video
for interested city employees to view and share with their
supervisors.
This recruitment approach did reach across the organization
and we achieved our goal of 150 Ambassadors.
It may be helpful to form teams of Ambassadors
who know each other and have regular contact
(e.g., in the same Department).

Figure 7: One-Minute Recruitment Video

While forming teams, engage a diverse group of
Ambassadors. Take10CLT Ambassadors were
diverse in terms of age, race and length of time
working for the City of Charlotte.
Consider hosting an information session to share
more details about the project and to allow time for
potential participants to seriously consider the
requirements and commitment.

Figure 8: Take10CLT Ambassadors
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Develop an Ambassador Toolkit
The Leadership Team and UNCC Research Team worked
together to develop a tool kit for Ambassadors. These
tools included logo items, conservation script, logbook,
and an online data entry form.
Logo Items
To increase the visibility of Ambassadors within the
organization and on the streets, Ambassadors were
given a lanyard, stickers, a sign to hang in their office,
and a small bag to hold “thank you” gifts for individuals
who engaged in Take10CLT conversations. They also had
a card that included information on how to stay
connected to the project and complete a survey on their
experience.

Figure 9: Take10CLT logo items increased the visibility of Ambassadors

Conversation Script
The Leadership Team and UNCC Research Team developed a script to help Ambassadors get a conversation started.
Ambassadors were encouraged to get comfortable with the script and then to “make it their own”. The script started
with a quick introduction to Take10CLT and the goal to engage more than 5,000 individuals in conversation. The
individual was first asked, “Do you live or work in Charlotte or Mecklenburg County?” If they answered no, the
conversation ended. If they answered yes, the Ambassador asked if they had about ten minutes to talk. The
conversation script also included probes to help Ambassadors keep the conversation going, to keep the conversation on
track so all three main questions could be asked within the 10-minute timeframe, or to gently end a conversation with a
talkative individual.
Logbook
A logbook was provided to each Ambassador as a tool to record and track their 36 conversations (Appendix D). The first
two pages of the logbook included the conversation script and a tracker for Ambassadors to note the number of
conversations completed and the conversation script. The next few pages included tips and reminders from the training
and instructions for how to enter the conversations into the online tool. These pages were printed on bright green paper
for easy reference. Last, there were 36 pages with the questions Ambassadors needed to ask the citizens, with space for
them to take notes during the conversation.
Online Reporting Tool
The UNCC Research Team developed an online reporting tool for Ambassadors to enter conversation data (Appendix E).
Ambassadors entered conversation data into the survey platform SurveyMonkey via a link referenced in their logbooks.
Using the online tool allowed Ambassadors to transmit the data directly to the UNCC Research Team.
Many Ambassadors used their logbooks, but others found them burdensome to carry. Consider a variety of
tools that allow Ambassadors to capture information without creating barriers to impromptu discussions.
Some Ambassadors found it time-consuming to transfer the data from logbooks into the online tool.
Consider other options that allow for real time data entry while engaging an individual in conversation.
Don’t overbuy or overprint logo items. Consider purchasing small quantities to make efficient use of funds.
Ambassadors often forgot to handout the card that included information on how to stay connected to the
project and an online survey for the individual to provide feedback. We recommend combining the “Thank
You” gift and the card into one item.
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Build Capacity with Kick-Off Training
Take10CLT Kick-Off Training was conducted in September
2015, after the recruitment of Team Leaders and
Ambassadors, but prior to any conversations. Training
included an overview of the project, a description of tools
provided to the Ambassadors, best practices for
interviewing, and allowed time to for practicing
conversations and reflecting on what was learned. The
training agenda is in Appendix F.
Best practices included tips on how to prepare and plan for
each conversation. Also included were guidelines on how to
ask questions, such as asking one at a time and how to avoid
leading questions. In addition, the Research Team provided
tips about active listening and non-verbal communication and
explained the concept of probing.
During the training, participants were broken into groups
of three to practice Take10CLT conversations. One person
played the role of Ambassador, one the individual, and the
last was an observer that took notes during the
conversation to offer feedback. The groups rotated until
everyone had filled each position. The practices consisted
of an interview with an average citizen, a citizen who was
exceptionally talkative and could not focus, and a citizen
who provided brief responses to each conversation
question.

Figure 10: Ambassadors Practice Take10CLT Conversations

Figure 11: Take10CLT Kick-Off Training

After the exercise was completed, the group reflected on what went well, what they found difficult, and tips they
thought would help other Ambassadors. The training concluded with questions for the Leadership Team and UNCC
Research Team.
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Support Ambassadors
Ambassadors started holding conversations with citizens in October 2015. At this time, the project Leadership Team
switched focus from recruitment to Ambassador support. Key activities included communicating with Team Leaders and
Ambassadors to maintain interest and motivation, monitoring progress toward achieving project goals, and resolving
unanticipated issues.
Inspirational Graphics
The Leadership Team emailed Ambassadors fun inspirational graphics each month to help them stay on track to meet
their individual goal of 36 conversations.

Figure 12: Examples of Take10CLT inspirational graphics.

Look for free online options, like Canva, to create fun graphics.

Recognition for Four or More Conversations
Each month Ambassadors who reached their monthly goal of 4 conversations per month were recognized via email. The
email, which included the Ambassador’s name and department, reached all 150 Ambassadors. This was an easy way to
recognize Ambassadors who were actively completing conversations, provide motivation, and help Ambassadors get to
know each other.
Individual and Team Incentives
The Leadership Team tested the use of incentives as a motivation tool. Ambassadors who reached the monthly goal of
four or more conversations earned the chance to win a prize. In an effort to encourage support among team members,
the team with the most conversations collectively logged that month also won a prize. Individual incentives were also
offer at the major project milestone months: 3-month (12 conversations), 6-month (24 conversations), and 9-month (36
conversations).
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Figure 13: Example of Take10CLT prize graphics.

Quick Stats and Progress Reports
At the beginning of each month the Leadership Team emailed quick stats to all Ambassadors showcasing progress along
with a detailed four-page progress report provided by the UNCC Research Team. The Leadership Team also displayed
the quick stats in the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Government Center Lobby.

Figure 14: Examples of quick stats graphics and monthly progress reports.
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Event Opportunities
In an effort to support Ambassadors who were having trouble
indentifying opportunities to engage in conversations the Leadership
Team promoted event calendars via email. For two specific events,
Open Streets 704 and the “Welcoming Charlotte Partnerhsip Launch &
Community Feedback Session” the Leadership Team made a concerted
effort to create a presence for Take10CLT Ambassadors. While only a
small number of Ambassadors took advantage of these opportunities,
those who did found it easier to engage with citizens and completed
numersous conversations.

Look for community events where Ambassadors can have a
presence and easily connect with residents.
Encourage Ambassadors to pair up or go out into the
community in a group to gain confidence and experience
enaging individuals in conversation.

Figure 15: Take10CLT Ambassadors at
Open Streets 704 event.

Milestone Events
After a slow start, the Leadership Team quickly determined that email could not be the only mechanism to keep
Ambassadors engaged during the 9-months period for conversations. The Team decided to host 3-month, 6-month, 9month milestone events to pull Ambassadors together. The milestone events provided an opportunity for sharing,
motivation, networking and fun.

Figure 16: Example milestone event graphics.
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Figure 17: Photos from a Take10CLT milestone event.

Consider connecting Ambassadors with inspirational speakers who support and encourage their
participation. During milestone events an Assistant City Manager spoke to Ambassadors about the
importance of strong connections with the community and an artist/civic innovator described how his
projects brought communities together.
Recognize good performers and thank them in a way that will keep them motivated and inspires others.
Ambassadors who had met or exceeded their goals were recognized and thanked at milestone events.

Team Summaries
Monthly team summary reports sent to the twenty-six Take10CLT Team Leaders provided a snapshot of individual team
member progress. The reports included the number of conversations recorded in that particular month along with the
total number of conversations recorded to date. Some Team Leaders chose to share the progress reports directly with
team members, others reached out to Ambassadors individually to offer support and encourage if they were not
engaging in conversations.
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Team Leader Luncheons
Performance of the twenty-six Take10CLT teams varied during the 9-month conversation timeframe. Some teams were
high performers while others struggled. The Leadership Team hosted two team leader lunches to facilitate sharing and
to identify effective Team Leader strategies to motivate and support individual Ambassadors.

Figure 18: Take10CLT Team Leaders Discuss Ambassador Support
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Keep Community Leaders Informed
Making community leaders aware of your project and progress over time will build support for and interest in your
innovative learning. Charlotte City Council formally accepted the Knight Cities Challenge grant on April 27, 2015. Over
the course of the project, the Leadership Team continued to communicate progress to City Council through the CouncilManager Memo, the City Manager’s biweekly memorandum to City County.

Figure 19: Council Manager Memo Project Update, October 28, 2015

Figure 20: Council Manager Memo Project Update, March 9, 2016

Plan ahead for key project milestones and be prepared for communicating progress to community leaders.
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Share Your Story As it Unfolds
Online platforms provide a cost-effective way to share
your story as the project unfolds.
Project Web Page
The Take10CLT website served as the foundation for
project communications to individuals within our
organization and our community. Very few resources were
required to add a project page to the City of Charlotte’s
existing website. Take10CLT was included under the City’s
Civic Innovation section at
charlottenc.gov/civicinnovation. The web page included
the names of all Ambassadors and their Department
affiliations, media stories, and progress updates.
Social Media Campaign
During the 9-month period when Ambassadors were
actively engaged in conversations, a Take10 Thursday
social media campaign launched using the
City’s already established FaceBook and
Twitter accounts.

Figure 21: Take10CLT Project Web Page

Be sure to understand your organization’s policy and
practices for social media use.
Creating social media posts was more difficult
and time consuming than anticipated. Find a
savvy social media communicator who create
content with the right messages and tone for
your project.
Video Production
The City of Charlotte has an in-house team of video
professionals and a production studio. Capitalizing on
internal talent and resources we created a 3-minute video
introducing Take10CLT and nine additional 1-minute video
updates to showcase our progress from October 2015
through June 2016.

Figure 22: Example Social Media Campaign Post

End of Project Event
In January 2017, Take10CLT hosted one final event to share
our collective learning with Ambassadors, the Knight
Foundation and City Leaders

Figure 23: Take10CLT Social Media Campaign Post
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Appendices
Appendix A: Knight Cities Challenge Proposal
Project Title
The Take Ten Initiative
Applicant Type
Organization
Organization Name
The City of Charlotte
Name (Project Lead)
Alyssa Dodd
Amount Requested
$74,000
Total Project Budget
$74,000 (plus $200,000 - $300,000 in kind)
Project Location
Charlotte, NC
Project Description- One Sentence
The Take Ten Initiative will empower city employees to take 10 minutes per week to meet and engage one new person
in our community in conversation about how we can make our city a better place to live, work, and play.
200 Words or Less Describe Your Project
Charlotte city employees contribute to building a better community for themselves, families, friends and neighbors. As
we work to achieve project, department, and citywide goals, it’s often comfortable to stay within our offices and existing
networks. But what if our work responsibilities included the goal to meet and engage one new person in our community
once a week for only 10 minutes? What if that one-on-one conversation started with a simple question: How can we
make Charlotte a better place to live, work, and play? In one year, I could meet 52 people, gather many different ideas,
build an expanded network of connections, and gain perspectives about our city and the constituents we serve. My
department of 400 employees could engage 20,800 people. Imagine if all 7,000 city employees took ten minutes once a
week? Collectively, we could engage in 364,000 individual conversations. Amazing! The Take Ten Initiative (Take Ten)
pilot project will empower 150 city employees to take 10 minutes per week to meet and engage one new person in our
community in conversation about how we can make our city better. Over nine months, those participating in the
initiative will collectively engage in over 5,500 one-on-one conversations.
200 Words or Less Describe the Impact You Hope to Have
Take Ten will impact 150 city employees and more than 5,500 constituents who participate. It has the potential to
impact our entire city in three ways: (1) we hope city employees will personally grow by reaching beyond their comfort
zone to embrace the idea of meeting new people and engaging them in discussion. As a result, we believe they will feel a
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stronger connection to people who live, work and play in Charlotte, gain new perspectives, gather fresh ideas, and feel
invigorated by their experiences; (2) In turn, we trust the 5,500 constituents who participate will believe the city truly
values their ideas and experience and welcomes public involvement. Through participation, we hope constituents will
ultimately feel a stronger connection to the city and its employees, and feel invigorated by their involvement; and (3) if
successful, this project could impact the entire city. We hope Charlotte’s city employees and constituents will embrace
Take Ten and our collective learning will that help better meet our constituent needs.
300 Words or Less Describe How the Project Uses Place to Advance One or More of the Key Drivers of City Success:
Talent, Opportunity or Engagement
Our place – our Charlotte – is the one thing all Take Ten participants have in common and that is our powerful catalyst
for engagement. Take Ten is a place-based project built upon the fundamental idea that our community is a learning
resource. It’s a simple idea with immense potential, but getting people who don’t know each other to interact is not
always easy. City employees will need to step outside of their comfort zones and cubicles, trust in the process, and truly
believe there is value in effectively engaging the people we serve. Our constituents will need to step outside of their
comfort zones too, trust that the city truly values their thoughts and ideas, and believe there is value in engaging city
employees. Informal one-on-one conversations will contribute to building a culture of engagement, shared solutions,
and effective, open, and lasting relationships. By seeking out the thoughts and ideas of our constituents we can put a
human face on the city, make city government more welcoming, and inspire people to get more involved in civic life.
Ideally, the connections made through this effort will help both city employees and constituents see each other as
people who can and must work together to shape a successful future for our city.
In 150 Words or Less Describe What You Hope to Learn from the Project
The potential for learning is great and our hopes are high for several reasons: (1) we hope to learn whether this informal
and conversational approach is an effective tool to engage our diverse constituents. Take Ten will test the assumption
that engaging constituents in one-on-one interaction is too time consuming and expensive while assessing whether the
resources expended are worth the benefits associated with collective learning; (2) we believe we will be able to create a
framework that effectively supports collective learning and captures the ideas shared during more than 5,000
conversations; (3) we hope to identify resources typically available within city governments to support Take Ten projects
while highlighting barriers to success; (4) finally, we trust that we will be able to identify what city employees and our
constituents gained from participating in Take Ten so that other communities/cities can learn from our experiences.
Short Bios of Primary Team Members and Relevant Expertise They Bring to the Project
Alyssa Dodd, Senior Public Information Specialist, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Storm Water Services, Engineering &
Property Management Department (E&PM), City of Charlotte
Alyssa Dodd joined the City of Charlotte in May 2014. Being new to the Charlotte area and city employee Alyssa brings a
unique and unfettered perspective to this project. She has fifteen years of environmental education, outreach, and
communications experience. Her work supporting academic studies and conducting interviews with rural residents and
community leaders early in her career inspired this project. Alyssa earned a B.S. in Environmental Resources
Management from Penn State University and a M.S. in Community Development and Applied Economics from the
University of Vermont.
Cindy Clemens, eLearning Developer, Organizational Development and Learning, City of Charlotte
Cindy Clemens has more than 22 years of experience in local government communications. She has worked for the City
of Charlotte for more than 15 years and recently accepted the position of eLearning Developer. Her work supports city
employees by providing varied opportunities for learning to improve performance. Cindy is a graduate of Wake Forest.
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Wilson Hooper, Assistant to the City Manager/Business Manager, City Manager’s Office, City of Charlotte
Wilson Hooper has been with the City of Charlotte since June 2006 and in his current role since October 2007. He is
responsible for managing the day to day administration of the City Manager’s and Mayor/City Council offices. Wilson’s
portfolio also includes the creation and distribution of the City Manager’s bi-weekly communication to City Council, and
he is the designated contact in the manager’s office for school groups and other citizens groups interested in conducting
educational visits to City facilities. He was recently named to the Alliance for Innovation’s NextERA Advisory Group.
Wilson holds a BA from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and an MPA from the University of North Carolina
at Greensboro.
Mike B. Hoy, Project Management Process Manager, Engineering & Property Management Department (E&PM), City
of Charlotte
Mike Hoy joined E&PM in 1986 and has served as the department’s Project Management Process Manager since 2001.
In his role, Mike has responsibility for evaluating the effectiveness of the department’s project management practices,
and helping the department continuously improve its practices in this area. He will use his knowledge and experience to
help plan, implement, and ensure overall project success. Mike has recently completed courses through the University
of North Carolina at Charlotte’s Continuing Education Program in the areas of project team leadership, project
communications, and Six Sigma principles, all of which will benefit him in fulfilling his role on this project. Mike earned a
B.S. in Civil Engineering from Virginia Tech and is a licensed Professional Engineer in North Carolina.
150 Words or Less Describe the Resources (time, people, etc.) that you have access to that will help you execute this
project.
Take Ten has access to one of the city’s greatest resources, its employees. Twenty-five employees who have completed
the city’s community engagement training will be invited to serve as Take Ten Team Leaders. Each of these Team
Leaders, from various departments, will ask five of their colleagues to join them in the initiative. Ongoing
Communications Roundtable meetings, facilitated monthly by the Corporate Communications Department, will provide
an opportunity for Take Ten Initiative Team Leaders to report progress and discuss challenges. The Primary Project Team
Members will work with the city’s Corporate Communications Department and Organizational Development and
Learning Team to implement a project communications plan and support employee participation.
150 Words or Less Describe any variables that could hinder your ability to complete this project and your plan to deal
with them. For example permits or partners required or site control.
City employee workloads, human resource issues and the city’s inexperience with qualitative data collection/analysis are
three variables that could hinder Take Ten. We will ask twenty-five employees from across the city to become Take Ten
Team Leaders. We know these individuals have full workloads that can increase quickly and unexpectedly. A Take Ten
“check-in” at the Communications Roundtable meeting will provide a forum for identifying support resources when
needed. Human resources related issues (e.g., ensuring employees are spending time responsibly, handling one-on-one
interactions professionally, adhering to city policies) could also be variables. Primary Project Team Members will seek
input from the Human Resources Department throughout the project to help mitigate issues. Finally, the city’s lack of
experience with qualitative data collection and analysis led us to include funding resources to partner with a university
or business that offers this experience, knowledge, and skill.
18 Month Time Line with Bullets of Key Activities (who will help with each activity?)
Months 1 and 2 – Project Planning and Development
• Identify additional team members, project intern, university or business partner to develop qualitative data
collection/analysis framework and evaluation plan, and set meeting/workshop dates (Lead: Primary Project
Team Members)
• Invite 25 employees who have completed the city’s community engagement training to serve as Take Ten Team
Leaders (Lead: Primary Project Team Members)
• Begin developing qualitative data collection/analysis framework and evaluation plan (Lead: University/Business
partner & Primary Project Team Members)
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•
•

Begin developing support resources for city employees (Lead: Organizational Development and Learning Team &
Primary Project Team Members)
Begin developing internal and external communications plan (Lead: Corporate Communications & Primary
Project Team Members)

Months 3-6–– Staff Selection, Organization and Mobilization
• Twenty-five Take Ten Leaders invite five of their colleagues to participate in the Initiative totaling 150 city
employee participants (Lead: Take Ten Team Leaders)
• Develop qualitative data collection/analysis framework and evaluation plan (Lead: University/Business Partner&
Primary Project Team Members)
• Develop and implement internal and external communications plan (Lead: Corporate Communications &
Primary Project Team Members)
• Develop and facilitate Take Ten Initiative Kick-Off Workshop for city employees and conduct formative
evaluation (Lead: Organizational Development and Learning Team & Primary Project Team Members)
Months 7-15 - The Take Ten Initiative
• Continue implementation of internal and external communications plan (Lead: Corporate Communications &
Primary Project Team Members)
• City employees begin meeting and engaging one new person a week (Lead: Individual Participants)
• Facilitate monthly Take Ten small team meetings (Lead: Take Ten Team Leaders)
• Facilitate monthly Communications Roundtable Meeting “Check-In” (Lead: Corporate Communications &
Primary Project Team Members)
• Identify stories to capture project progress, lessons learned, and project impacts (Lead: Take Ten Team Leaders
& Primary Project Team Members)
Month 16-18 – Documenting and Telling the Take Ten Story
• Facilitate “Wrap-Up” Meeting for city employees and conduct post participation evaluation (Lead:
Organizational Development and Learning & Primary Project Team Members)
• Data analysis (Lead: University/Business Partner & Primary Project Team Members)
• Assemble short Take Ten project videos (Lead: Corporate Communications & Primary Project Team Members)
• Share what we learn with all city employees, our community, the Knight Foundation and others (Lead: Corporate
Communications & Primary Project Team Members)
150 words or less describe how you will document and tell your story and share and disseminate what you learn.
Lessons learned will be documented by city employees, Team Leaders, and Primary Team Project Members throughout
the project. Some documentation will occur at the Kick-off Workshop, during the Communications Roundtable monthly
Take Ten “check-in,” and during the Wrap-up Workshop. We may use existing software resources, like SharePoint, to
develop an internal Take Ten portal where employees will document and share their experiences. We plan to tell our
story using the city’s existing social media tools (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram) and using the hash tag
#taketenCLT, creating short Take Ten videos that can be viewed online as well as on Charlotte’s Gov Channel, and
through other existing communication outlets like the City’s CROWN Employee News Magazine. A Take Ten final report
will be published so that other communities/cities can learn from our experiences.
Documents
Letter of Support from Corporate Communications
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
FY2015 Strategic Operating Plan and FY2015-FY2019 Community Investment Plan
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Appendix B: Logic Model
Logic Model Session: Take Ten Initiative
Please review and complete the 4 highlighted tasks before our session.
Bring your copy with you to the session! This will help us maximize our time together.
I. WHAT IS A LOGIC MODEL?
A logic model is a picture of how your organization (or program/project) does its work - It links the activities and
processes of your program to the short, intermediate, and long-term outcomes.
If this happens
Inputs

Activities

Outputs

Short-term
Outcomes

Intermediate
Outcomes

Long-term
Outcomes

This will happen
Note: Logic Models are ever-changing. As your program grows, narrows, and/or continues to collect data the logic
model should be refined to reflect the most current work and outcomes.
II. HOW WILL A LOGIC MODEL HELP US?
Logic models are succinct 1 page documents that help in 4 Key Areas:
1. Planning:
a. Clarify knowledge about what works and why
b. Identify where strengths and gaps exist
2. Managing:
a. Prevent mismatch between activities and outcomes
b. Focus attention on most important actions and results
3. Evaluating:
a. Identify important variables to measure

Create and
communicate a

common

understanding

b. Enable more effective use of evaluation resources
4. Communicating:
a. Provide a reporting framework
b. Develop a common language among stakeholders
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III. WHERE DO WE START?
The first thing to do is to fill-in what we know for certain: our inputs, activities, and outputs. Though inputs and activities
are separated from outputs in our logic model figure, these three components are our process measures as identified by
the dashed box below.
Note: Sometimes activities and outputs are condensed into one category, such as “program components”. Logic models
should fit the needs of the organization/project. We will start with this format, but can adjust as necessary.
If this happens
Outputs

Activities

Inputs

Short-term
Outcomes

Intermediate
Outcomes

Long-term
Outcomes

This will happen
Process Measures
Task 1: Below is our first draft of filling in the process measures for the Take Ten Initiative using initial information. Add
any details that you think are missing.
Inputs

Activities

Outputs

The financial & human resources
needed to operate the program

How resources are used

Units of service resulting from
activities

Knight Foundation Grant
Take Ten Primary Team Members
150 Municipal Workers
10 min., 1xWeek, x9 months
5,500 Constituents
Applied Research Services

Development of Interview Guide and
Data Collection Tools
Training of Interviewers
Data Collection
Data Monitoring
Data Analysis
Evaluation

150 trained municipal workers
5,500 interviews
5,500 online surveys
Monthly Progress Reports
Report of findings
Evaluation Report

Task 2: Logic models are best when they are easy to understand by a broad audience. Highlight or star the components
above that you feel are the most critical to understanding the program. Cross out anything you feel is unimportant to
understanding your organization or to your programmatic goals.
IV. WHAT’S NEXT?
Next we will focus on the outcome measures by working backwards. This is where we will spend the majority of our
time during the logic model session.
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3rd

2nd

Short-term
Outcomes

Intermediate
Outcomes

1st

Long-term
Outcomes

Outcome Measures
Working backwards helps us think through why the outcomes occur. Most stakeholders are united in what they think
the end goal is but not always how you get there.
For example, Organization A has a long-term goal of decreasing prevalence of smokers. Well, how do they go about
accomplishing this? They need to ask themselves what behaviors or policies need to be in place to reduce the
prevalence of smokers.
There is a strong consensus that they try to “increase quit attempts” through their programming and that this is the
intermediate outcome needed to reach their long-term outcome. Now they can take a step pack and consider “how
does a program increase quit attempts?” They believe it is by “increasing awareness of cessation resources,” which is
their short-term outcome. All of this is done in consideration of the activities of the organization.
Increased Awareness
of Cessation Resources

Increased
Quit Attempts

Decreased
Prevalence of
Smokers

Though there is consensus among Organization A stakeholders that they try to affect the behavior of increasing quit
attempts through increased awareness, some feel there is a second equally important component.
In many programs and organizations there is not a single path to the long-term outcome. Sometimes two short term
outcomes will lead to a single intermediate outcome or vice versa. Or, as seen below, there may be two streams leading
to a single long-term outcome.

Increased Awareness
of Cessation Resources

Increased Knowledge
of Tobacco Dangers
among Youth

Increased
Quit Attempts

Decreased
Smoking
Initiation

Decreased
Prevalence of
Smokers

Task 3: To facilitate a rich conversation during the session, brainstorm the long-term, intermediate, and short-term
outcomes of the Take Ten Initiative below using the guiding definitions on the top of each column. Remember to work
backwards and start by brainstorming the long-term. These do not need to necessarily happen with the time frame of
the project.
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Short-Term

Intermediate

Long-Term

Changes in awareness, knowledge,
attitudes, skills, opinions, motivation
aspirations, behavioral intent

Changes in behavior, decision-making,
policies, social action, enforcement

Changes in conditions: social wellbeing, health, educational, economic,
civic, environmental, etc.

V. IS ANYTHING ELSE INCLUDED?
Since the logic model is used to create a common understanding, there are other components that can be added to
further communicate the work of your organization.
A few questions to consider: What questions do potential partners ask about the organization? What kind of data do
funders want? What do beneficiaries want to know? Are there external factors that affect your organization’s ability to
reach its goals?
For example, during Organization A’s program the free tobacco quitline was temporarily defunded by the state, which
affected Organization A’s program operation. Then the state passed a law banning tobacco use in restaurants and bars,
which affected the data on their program outcomes. Both of these external factors could be included on the bottom of
Organization A’s logic model to provide context to their work.
Task 4: Brainstorm other factors (i.e. context or assumptions) not yet captured that would be important to share about
the Take Ten Initiative.

VI. WHERE CAN I LEARN MORE?
Using Logic Models to Bring Together Planning, Evaluation, and Action: Logic Model Development Guide. W.K. Kellogg
Foundation. http://www.smartgivers.org/uploads/logicmodelguidepdf.pdf
The Logic Model Guidebook. Lisa W. Knowlton & Cynthia C. Phillips. Available for free: http://www.sagepub.com/upmdata/50363_ch_1.pdf
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Take10CLT Logic Model
Inputs
Knight
Foundation
Grant
6 Take 10
Leadership
Team
Members

Activities

Toolkit

Toolkit
Development
Communication
& Marketing

1 Take 10
Intern

Recruitment &
Training

25 Take Ten
Team Leaders

Conversations

156 Take 10
Ambassadors
10 Minutes,
1x per Week,
36 Weeks
Citizens
Applied
Research
Services

Outputs

Data Entry
Data Monitoring
Data Analysis
Evaluation

Short-Term
Outcomes
Believe Ideas Are Valued

Intermediate
Outcomes

Believe City Welcomes
Public Involvement

Continue to
Provide
Constructive
Feedback to City

156 Trained
Ambassadors

Positive Attitude towards
Reaching Out to City

Increase Civic
Participation

2,487
Conversations

Improve Feeling of
Connection to
Constituents & Other City
Departments

Website, Logo, Email
Blasts, Social Media
Engagement

2,487 PostConversation Data
Entries
Monthly Progress
Reports

Learn New Perspectives
Believe Constituents Are
a Learning Resource

Findings Summary

Celebration

136 Pre & 99 Post
Ambassador Surveys

Dissemination of
Findings

10 Constituent
Surveys
Evaluation Report
Celebration Learning
Dissemination
among Staff &
Community and to
Other Cities

Learn What Is Working
and Ideas for City
Improvement
Learn Best Practices
and Barriers for
Constituents’
Engagement
Understand Value of
Considering Human
Factor in Decisions

Use
Information
Gathered in
DecisionMaking
Proactively
Engage with
Community

Long-Term
Outcomes

Culture of
Engagement
Satisfied
Citizens

Increase InterDepartmental
Collaboration
Consider
Human Impact
in DecisionMaking

Constituents
Ambassadors
City of Charlotte

Motivated to Replicate
Knowledge of How to
Replicate

Model
Replicated

Other Cities
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Appendix C: Data Collection, Analysis, and Reporting
Between October 2015 and June 2016, the UNCC Research Team logged into SurveyMonkey at the end of each month to
download data entered by Take10CLT Ambassadors. The data were cleaned in Microsoft Excel by deleting conversations
for which the open-ended questions were not completed. The data were saved as a monthly data document and added
to a cumulative data document. Both the monthly and cumulative files were uploaded into the statistical software SPSS.
Using SPSS, the UNCC Research Team determined how many conversations each Ambassador had completed that
month as well as their overall total since the beginning of the project. These totals were placed into a separate
spreadsheet and sent to the Take10CLT Leadership Team.
Response from the three conversation questions responses were copied into separate Microsoft Word documents,
which were then uploaded into the qualitative coding software NVivo. Each response was read and common themes
were identified. The themes were entered into the software and each document was coded using those identified
themes. Then the coding was analyzed to determine which themes occurred the most each month.
After all the data were analyzed, the findings were summarized and presented in a monthly report document, which was
sent to the Take10CLT Leadership Team for further distribution. Information included in this document were the
aggregate number of conversations completed, information about the citizens interviewed, and two maps displaying the
conversation locations and zip codes of the citizens that were interviewed. Also included were common themes from
the conversations for that month divided by the three questions. The last page included tips, reminders and a monthly
context. The monthly context provided local and national news that could have affected what citizens chose to talk
about.
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Appendix D: Logbook Excerpts
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28

29

How to Engage in a Take 10 Conversation
Hello, my name is (insert name) and I work for the City of Charlotte. I’m one of 150 city employees involved
in the Take 10 Initiative. We’re taking ten minutes, once a week, to learn how we can make Charlotte a
better place. Over 9 months we’ll engage in over 5,000 conversations. Do you live or work in CharlotteMecklenburg?
If YES: Do you have about ten minutes to talk?
If YES: Great, thank you so much. I just want to listen to your thoughts so I’m going to let you do
most of the talking. Do you have any questions for me before we get started?
If NO: Thank you for your time.
If NO: We are just talking to those who live or work in Charlotte- Mecklenburg at this time, but thank you
for your time.
If you take notes: Do you mind if I take a few notes?
• How long have you lived in the Charlotte area?
• If not since childhood: what brought you here?
• What do you like about living here?
• Can you tell me about your ideas to improve Charlotte today?
• Thinking ahead, tell me what do you want Charlotte to be like in five years?
• Could I have the zip code you live in? We just want to make sure we are talking to people across the

whole city.
I’ll be reporting back on what we talked about today and we’ll post Take 10 project updates and what we’ve
collectively learned from all 5,000 conversations at the website listed on this card.
We’d also like to hear about your Take 10 experience. The card includes a survey link to a few short
questions that will help us improve community engagement efforts. There is also a place to add anything
you may think of after we talk today.
Thank you for your time today. It was a pleasure speaking with you.
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Appendix E: Online Reporting Tool
Take10 Post-Conversation Reporting Tool
1. Please enter the following information (for closest address choose street & zip OR latitude & longitude)
a. Take Ten ID #:
b. Conversation #:
c. Location of Conversation: (Coffee shop, street, park etc.)
d. Closest Address of Conversation: (Street Number and Name: 123 First St.)
e. Closest Address of Conversation: (Zip code)
f.

Closest Address of Conversation: (Latitude/N: Degrees, Minutes, Seconds: 35,13,29)

g. Closest Address of Conversation: (Longitude/W: Degrees, Minutes, Seconds: 80,49,44)
h. Zip code of constituent:

Use your best judgement to answer the following three questions.
2. Gender of constituent:

Female

Male

3. Race/Ethnicity of constituent:

Black

4. Age range of constituent:

18-24 25-44 45-64 65+

White Hispanic

Not Sure
Asian

Other Not Sure

Not Sure

5. How long has the constituent lived in Charlotte? (Ex: Forever, 5 years, 6 months)
6. What brought them here? (Ex: Work, Family, Friends)
7. What does the constituent like about living in Charlotte?
8. What ideas were presented to improve Charlotte?
9. What does the constituent want Charlotte to be in 5 years?
10. Other Notes? (Anything interesting shared that doesn't fit in an above category, if the conversation ended up
being multiple people, anything you want to share with the UNC Charlotte Urban Institute or Take 10 Leadership
team, etc.)
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Appendix F: Kickoff Training Agenda

Take 10 Kickoff Training Agenda
I.

9:00-9:30am – Welcome and Overview (Alyssa Dodd, E&PM)
A. Welcome
B. Knight Foundation Remarks (Susan Patterson, Program Director/Charlotte)
C. Overview of Project

II.

9:30-10:00 – Take 10 Logistics (Diane Gavarkavich, UNCC)
A. The Toolkit & Conversation Guide
B. Capturing the Results
C. Take 10 Pre-Survey

III.
IV.

10:00-10:15 – Break & Ambassador Photos (Room 278)
10:15-10:35 – Conducting the Take 10 Conversation (Diane Gavarkavich)
A. Interviewing Best Practices
B. Probing

V.

10:35-11:30 – Practice (All)
A. Group Practice Time
B. Reflection

VI.
VII.

11:30-11:45 – Wrap-up (Alyssa Dodd)
11:45-12:00 – Ambassador Photos (Room 278)
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